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1.) Eat an entire bottle of  cumin before each of  your exams--this will “spice up” your 
neurons and allow them to fire at their full potential for up to 3 hours!

2.) Have a lot of  papers to write? make some of  those rearrangeable fridge-poetry magnets 
with every academic-sounding word you can think of, the titles of  all the books you plan to 
reference and their authors, and various “it”s, “the”s, “is”s, and “are”s, then go wild! You’ll 
have all your papers done in no time!

3.) Having trouble getting motivated? Try whining to a thesising senior about how much 
work you have to do. The rage-filled rant you will undoubtedly receive should strike fear and 
guilt so thoroughly into your heart that you can’t do anything but work! 

4.) Afraid you haven’t reached achieved that ideal number of  pretentious, pseudo-intellectual 
words in your paper, but nervous about adding more for fear that you’ll exceed your weekly 
dickbag allowance? A quick fix is to read your paper aloud to the crowds gathered outside 
the Paradox any evening this week. If  they nod sagely, you’ve made it; if  they argue with 
you, you need more pseudo-intellectual nonsense words, and might try the Postmodernism 
Generator™. If  they actually look confused, you’ve gone too far; try cutting out every third 
usage of  the word “liminality.”

5.)  Afraid that, despite your application of  all of  the above life-hacks, you’ll somehow fail 
one of  your finals? A little-known fact about Reed is that, if  you write out the entire text of  
“The Rime of  the Ancient Mariner” on the back of  an exam, a Reed professor has to give 
you an A. Remember, though: this only works on in-class exams, so you have to have the 
poem memorized!

6.) Need clarification that you’re not the only one struggling with midterms? Send a Reed 
Relieves about how, obviously, your admittance to Reed was a fluke that will soon be found 
out. Within five minutes, your post will have have at least 3 comments from Psych majors 
proclaiming the powers of  Imposter Syndrome, 2 pseudo-philosophical comments from 
assholes saying “well, not everyone is cut out for the rigors of  Reed; some people, in fact, 
aren’t even cut out for anything. Perhaps you are truly as useless as you feel. Just accept 
your fate and contemplate the leaves…”, and one person recommending the DoJo. Take 
the advice of  that last person, and take heart in the fact that at least you’re not a pseudo-
philosophical asshole.

7.) Still don’t think you’ll be able to get all your work done on time? Have a fucking seizure. 
It’s the best excuse ever for not finishing your shit, and your professors will feel like dicks 
if  they don’t give you extensions. (P.S., if  you read this in the voice associated with that 
one Motivational Wolf  meme, it sounds better and less like I’m utilizing my own dumbass 
experiences in lieu of  actual comedy).

Fool-Proof Life-Hacks for Midterms!

by SS

by EC

Seriously, though. Don’t google “duck penis.” Trust me on this.

The Boner Owner: Tiny Tiny Beings
A: This urge to talk about this issue is natural.  Like the impulse to jump off  of  a cliff, drink 
motor oil, or attempt to swallow a porcupine whole, it means that you are still human, yearn-
ing to try the untried.  Who knows how it will turn out? Maybe you have wings that will only 
appear when you jump off  the cliff.  Maybe motor oil cures cancer.  Maybe porcupine spikes 
are a good source of  protein.  Closure, accepting reality, and moving on are for the birds, I say.  
Those birds would never have learned to fly if  they hadn’t plunged off  a cliff.  Or been birds.

Q: Boner Owner, it’s me again! Awkward erection guy! I did what you said and looked up 
videos of  echidna penises, and once I stopped vomiting, I tried to mimic their movements.  
Not only did it impress the guy I told you about (we’re a couple now!) but it also lets me search 
through multiple sets of  drawers at once! But now I have another problem...we’re experiment-
ing with sex in public, but I can’t get an erection fast enough before we get nervous and have 
to leave.  Do you have any advice?
A: Boy do I! I used to be like you in this regard as well, unable to go from restful baby elephant 
to armless, legless one-eyed weasel.  But that was before I knew that nature yet again held the 
answer.  If  you want an instant, explosive erection, unleash your inner duck.  Stop wearing 
pants, eat only bits of  bread, and quack nonstop.  You’ll be able to go from zero to prime-time 
in no time. (Editor’s note: I remain blinded from last week, so I can’t verify this, but I have 
been told that duck penises are also horrifying.)

Q: Boner Owner, will I ever see your magnificent boner?
A: In a way, you see it all the time.  While I remain corporeal, my boner has achieved true 
enlightenment.  It rests in the trees, wiggles through the air, and soaks in your food.  My boner 
is nowhere.  My boner is everywhere.  But if  you mean in person, probably not.  Due to a 
completely unpredictable accident, my boner is currently lodged inside of  a pumpkin.  Try 
again in a week or so.

If  you have a question for Boner Owner, send it to pamphlette@gmail.com.  It’s really stuck in that pumpkin; 
he’s got nothing better to do.

Boner Owner’s knowledge may begin as but a slow trickle, but as he continues it become several rapid, 
intense bursts.  Then it stops completely.

Q: Boner Owner, there’s this girl in my Economics of  Sociology class who I think 
doesn’t like my fedora. How can I convince her that fedoras are awesome so that she’ll 
go out with me?
A: This is one of  the most common questions I receive, and it baffles me how so many 
people who live in Portland can be ignorant of  the question’s answer, seeing as how it 
lies with one of  Portland’s greatest figures.  Professor Phelan Fedora (1876-1968), the 
discoverer of  the fedora, found the first fedora in a crater on the outskirts of  turn-
of-the-century Portland.  The origin of  the crater is unknown, but what is known is 
Fedora’s obsession with the fedora; every day he would perform new tests on it, examine 
it meticulously, convinced that it couldn’t possibly be just a hat.  As it happened, he was 
correct.  Near the end of  his life, microscopes finally became powerful enough for him 
to see what he always suspected: the true makeup of  the fedora is not any kind of  mate-
rial as we know, but tiny, tiny beings from beyond the stars.
        Each fedora is made up of  a few billion tiny creatures called “fedorites.”  Fedorites 
posses the unique property of  subsisting not through photosynthesis or ingesting matter, 
but through ingesting sub-atomic particles generated by certain human behaviors.  These 
particles are created whenever the wearer of  a fedora engages in behaviors like passively-
aggressively trying to plead for sex, starting friendships on false pretenses, negging, and 
complaining about how being a decent human being does not entitle you to blowjobs.  
After they have ingested these particles, the fedorites digest them, and defecate other tiny 
particles that the wearer of  the fedora absorbs through the scalp.  These particles, having 
been cleansed of  the dickishness inherent to the behaviors that created them, slowly 
supplant the particles emitted by performing the aforementioned behaviors, thus slowly 
negating the urge to perform these behaviors, and turning the wearer of  the fedora into 
a “nice guy,” so to speak.  The transformation normally takes several years, but there are 
ways to expedite it; many of  the negative particles are contained in the semen, so fre-
quent masturbation can expel them faster, and hats composed of  the close cousin of  the 
fedorite, the trilbite, require more particles per day to survive but expel far more good 
particles to be re-absorbed.  I recommend explaining this process to the girl in your class, 
so that she will understand that your fedora signifies that you are becoming a “nice guy,” 
and thus deserve a reward.  Either that, or lie down, put it on your erection, and spin it.  
It’ll sting, but it’ll look cool.

Q: Boner Owner, I really like a friend of  mine, but I haven’t shared my feelings with 
him.  He already has a girlfriend, and he’s made it very clear that while he likes me as 
a friend, he doesn’t like me that way.  But I still want to talk about it with him.  What 
should I do?

Initiation Kounterprotest Kontroversy

by BC

        “I was terrified,” Louis George Phipps-Whitehall III ‘17 told the Pamphlette, quak-
ing in his North Face. “All that was flashing through my mind were scenes of  Contra 
massacres.” Phipps-Whitehall was, of  course, describing the unconscionable actions of  
a small group of  entitled upperclassmen (emphasis, of  course, on the upper class and the 
men), who took last week’s RKSK Initiation as an excuse to spread division and hatred on 
campus by staging a bourgeois-nationalistic “counterdemonstration”.

        “It was hard being the only Marxist back in my early college program in Darien,” 
Phipps-Whitehall went on, “but I comforted myself  with the thought that I’d be free 
from persecution here at Reed. Now I might give up hope entirely - there really are cryp-
tofascist ‘patriots’ everywhere.”

        The Student Body Senate has taken up the cause of  the freshly initiated freshmen 
and freshly infuriated RKSK staff, spearheaded by Senator Joe Steele ‘14, chair of  the 
Un-Academic Activities Committee. “We’re working on tracking down the insensitive 
shits responsible for this travesty,” Steele said at Friday’s Senate meeting. “It was beyond 
ridiculous and undoubtedly caused a lot of  students to feel seriously persecuted for their 
views. Seriously, appropriating the language and iconography of  known murderers and 
human rights violators like Joseph McCarthy and Ronald Reagan on a campus like this? 
We’re thinking about giving RKSK funding for its own Red Guards.”

        “Once we find out who was responsible, we’re really thinking about the honor case 
option,” explained Rose Liechtenstein ‘15, RKSK signator. “We already have some leads. 
We’re getting reports: mostly white men, of  course. Fratty-looking. Probably play sports.”

“It’s like people think our motto is a JOKE,” said Phipps-Whitehall, choking 
back sobs. “It’s simply unacceptable!”


